
From: Sunset Advisory Commission 
To: Janet Wood 
Subject: FW: Form submission from: Public Input Form for Agencies Under Review (Public/After Publication) 
Date: Thursday, June 05, 2014 8:02:29 AM 

-----Original Message----

From: sundrupal@capitol.local [mailto:sundrupal@capitol.local] 

Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2014 9:18 PM 

To: Sunset Advisory Commission 

Subject: Form submission from: Public Input Form for Agencies Under Review (Public/After Publication) 


Submitted on Wednesday, June 4, 2014 - 21:18 


Agency: DEPARTMENT FAMILY AND PROTECTIVE SERVICES DFPS 


First Name: tracy 


Last Name: nadermohammadi 


Title: 


Organization you are affiliated with: 


City: henderson 


State: Nevada 


Your Comments About the Staff Report, Including Recommendations Supported or 

Opposed: i recommend someone look into the cps and also lock done all files records and recordings while doing so

 . so they cant curruput this any further. for they have done enough damage already . and kidnapping is illegal , but

 to them its legal . and so is lying  under oath  but to us the people its illegal so should it be to them. we have the

 proof to show and they have seen it them slefs so this should not be allowed to keep gonig. our family should be

 back together already and the ones that lied and falsified statements should be the ones facing charges ./ 


Any Alternative or New Recommendations on This Agency: someone needs to look into the corrupted cps in the

 state of texas . how they can accuse family of abuse  when in medical records clearly show its medical condition,.

 and how they can legally kidnap children for a check . for this is so unconstitutional of us as the people our rights.

 and how doctors can lie in testimony but in his own records show different . what is really going on in this state. our

 kids are not for sale and this needs to stop .. for one of them is my grandson and i want something done . this case is

 not abuse it is medical condition and cps still trying to keep my family they have no right none at all. i am emailing

 everyone and also documenting everything then im going media with it all including the medical records and

 statements i ask to be looked into. this is so wrong in every way and your state needs to look into it and put an end

 to it. for if we cant trust our doctors hospital and people with authority  then we cant trust anyone. for the ones with

 authority are abusing it in every way. and again my family is not for sale to your state,. i have the records to prove it

 is not abuse and i plan to show it to everyone. 


My Comment Will Be Made Public: I agree 
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From: Sunset Advisory Commission 
To: Janet Wood 
Subject: FW: Form submission from: Public Input Form for Agencies Under Review (Public/After Publication) 
Date: Friday, July 18, 2014 1:07:25 PM 

-----Original Message----
From: sundrupal@capitol.local [mailto:sundrupal@capitol.local] 
Sent: Friday, July 18, 2014 11:56 AM 
To: Sunset Advisory Commission 
Subject: Form submission from: Public Input Form for Agencies Under Review (Public/After Publication) 

Submitted on Friday, July 18, 2014 - 11:56 

Agency: DEPARTMENT FAMILY AND PROTECTIVE SERVICES DFPS 

First Name: Tracy 

Last Name: Nadermohammadi 

Title: 

Organization you are affiliated with: 

 

City: sulphur springs 

State: Texas 

Your Comments About the Staff Report, Including Recommendations Supported or 
Opposed: I am here now in twxas fighting for my daughter that has false charges of abuse on her and my grandson
 legally kidnapped by cps. I have medical records that prove this is medical conditiin and I even having the accusing
 doctors medical records that show medical condition even though he states abuse against his own records. He says
 there is no meducal issue but records do not lie. It is clear as day this is medical now my daughterhas sat in jail for a
 little over 3 months and now out on ankle monator and cant leave but already lost her boyfriend job their apartment
 and their family to a false lie. Now I came from nv to help her  we are living weekly payin price to stay in false
 charges. Have not seen her son in almost 4 months when this isvery crueshal time of bonding. Already missed over
 3 months with her son. 
Her son that needs proper mefical treatment not some peds doctor that states abuse.. my grandson has severe rickets
 his vitamin d kevel alone which was 14 the time of this which clearly shows medical my daughter vitamin d level is 
22 which clearly is medical which all he other blood work shows right towards rickets .we have epert doctors
 summary that shows rickets but yet we pay to stay in a town that continues to allow lies  . If we cant go to higher
 people and trust them who may we go to. We ask for help and beg for our family to be back together for we have
 not done any wrong doing. And they have no right to get away with lies and kidnapping . So please please help us 4
 months and loising there family is way to long. 

Any Alternative or New Recommendations on This Agency: Someone needs to look into these case workers and
 stop the currupt 

My Comment Will Be Made Public: I agree 
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